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Trained resources for different needs
The individuals listed in the next few pages were trained 
by WBCSD, KPMG and Circular IQ to provide them with 
an in depth understanding of how they can support 
companies from different industries with different 
support needs regarding their circular transition. 

This means that you can get started with an assessment 
straight away.

Community of practice
In the months and years after the launch of the CTI and the 
online tool, the project for Circular Metrics continues to 
further develop both the framework and the tool, based on 
companies’ use and needs. Through the group of 
implementation partners we aim to build a community of 
practice that can provide us with insights in further needs. 
Additionally the partners can share and learn from each 
other as they use the tool and run into challenges.

A partner from the following list will always be aware of the 
latest updates and can draw from the experience from the 
group of trained professionals.

CTI implementation partners
Our CTI implementation partners help companies with the implementation of the CTI framework into their 
daily business operations. They are recognized as partners after they participated in an interactive training 
program to understand the CTI on a detailed level. They can offer several benefits for companies that need 
additional resources to start adopting the CTI.
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Name Company Tile Location Contact

Suzanne Kuiper 
CTI development partner

KPMG Senior Consultant - RC 
Sustainability

Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands

kuiper.suzanne@kpmg.nl

Andy Whiting ERM Consultant Manchester,
UK

andy.whiting@erm.com

Jamal Miah ERM Senior Consultant Harrogate,
UK

jamal.miah@erm.com

Jean-Baptiste Petit PwC Senior Manager Paris, 
France

jean-baptiste.petit@pwc.com

Federica Guelfi DNV GL Business 
Assurance

Digital Supply Chain Senior 
Consultant 

Milan, 
Italy

federica.guelfi@dnvgl.com

For more details, the partners bio and company profile can be found in the next pages
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Suzanne Kuiper KPMG | CTI Development partner

Suzanne bio
Suzanne Kuiper has been seconded from KPMG 
to the WBCSD for the development of the 
Circular Transition Indicators framework and co-
authored the report. She can provide you with 
first-hand knowledge on all details of the CTI 
framework. Her experience ranges from 
multinational organizations to SMEs in a broad 
international setting and in diverse array of 
sectors and industries. 

KPMG profile
KPMG works with organizations across the world 
to build business that is sustainable in the long 
term. Our sustainability professionals around the 
globe can support you from start to finish, or at 
specific points on the journey where you need 
help the most. KPMG powers the development 
of the Circular Transition Indicator framework 
and is involved in performing the class-room 
trainings of the CTI Academy. KPMG partners 
with CircularIQ, the software provider of the CTI 
tool on an ongoing basis. 

Title Senior Consultant | RC Sustainability
Contact Kuiper.Suzanne@kpmg.nl
Location Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Andy Whiting ERM

Andy bio
Dr. Andy Whiting is a consultant within ERM’s 
Product Sustainability team. He has ten years of 
experience in the field of life cycle assessment 
(LCA). After completing his PhD at University of 
Manchester, Andy joined ERM as an 
environmental consultant and has been applying 
his experience with LCA, carbon footprinting, 
and sustainability to projects for clients across a 
wide range of sectors.

ERM profile
ERM is a leading global provider of 
environmental, health, safety, risk, social 
consulting services and sustainability related 
services. We work with the world's leading 
organizations, delivering innovative solutions 
and helping them to understand and manage 
their sustainability challenges. To do this, we 
have more than 5,500 people in over 40 
countries and territories working out of more 
than 160 offices.

Title Consultant
Contact andy.whiting@erm.com
Location Manchester, UK
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Jamal Miah ERM

Jamal bio
Jamal is an environmental sustainability expert 
with 9 years’ experience working with clients 
across a range of sectors, in particular the FMCG. 
His expertise is diverse covering a range of 
environmental footprinting methods (LCA, 
carbon, water, biodiversity), eco-design, 
sustainable innovation, renewable energy 
technologies, supply chain mapping, and 
sustainability strategy.

ERM profile
ERM is a leading global provider of 
environmental, health, safety, risk, social 
consulting services and sustainability related 
services. We work with the world's leading 
organizations, delivering innovative solutions 
and helping them to understand and manage 
their sustainability challenges. To do this, we 
have more than 5,500 people in over 40 
countries and territories working out of more 
than 160 offices.

Title Senior Consultant
Contact jamal.miah@erm.com
Location Harrogate, UK
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Jean-Baptiste Petit PwC

Jean-Baptiste bio
Jean-Baptiste has a 9-year experience in the 
Sustainability team of PwC France. He has 
developed a strong expertise in circular 
economy, life cycle assessment and climate 
issues and is the French referent within PwC’s 
global circular economy network. Within 
Factor10, Jean-Baptiste is the co-author of the 
landscape analysis report on circular metrics and 
has been a member of the CTI working group 
from the start. 

PwC France's Sustainability practice website

PwC profile
PwC is a global network of firms delivering 
world-class assurance, tax, and consulting 
services thanks to its 276 000 people around the 
world. PwC’s Sustainability practise is composed 
of 800 experts within 65 countries that help 
organisations plan, source, deliver, finance and 
measure the wider impact of products and 
services. We are helping to future-proof 
businesses by making them more resilient, agile 
and sustainable.

PwC's global Sustainability practice website

Title Senior Manager
Contact jean-baptiste.petit@pwc.com
Location Paris, France
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Federica Guelfi DNV GL Business Assurance
Title Digital Supply Chain Senior Consultant 
Contact Federica.Guelfi@dnvgl.com
Location Milan, Italy
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Federica bio
I am part of DNV GL- Business Assurance, Digital 
Assurance and Supply Chain business unit, where I 
work as an expert in innovation toward 
sustainability. 
I am specialized on Circular Economy and Ecosystem 
innovation. I help my clients to combine 
technologies and independent third-party 
assurance to improve operation control, customer 
experience and collaboration towards sustainable 
goals.
I have a background in Operation strategy 
consultancy, gained in multinational companies, 
with a focus on process assessment and business 
model innovation. 

PwC profile
DNV GL is one of the world’s leading certification 
bodies. We help businesses manage risk and assure 
the performance of their organizations, products, 
people, facilities and supply chains through 
certification, verification, assessment and training 
services. We combine technical, digital and industry 
expertise to empower companies’ decisions and 
actions. We work with customers to build 
sustainable business performance, tackle global 
transformation and create stakeholder trust across 
all types of industries. With origins stretching back 
to 1864 and operations in more than 100 countries, 
our experts are dedicated to helping customers 
make the world safer, smarter and greener.

mailto:Federica.Guelfi@dnvgl.com


Keep an eye out for updates. We will add 
newly trained partners soon!
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